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It’s All Poetry
The literary content for this issue of Dreamstreets, possibly for the first time in our
long history, is all poetry. The exception is some visual art, this time provided by
our old friend Jonathan Bragdon and newcomer Nathan Smith.
Regarding poetry, we have examples from Dreamstreets staff members Phillip
Bannowsky, Douglas Morea, and Franetta McMillian, as well as the latest effort
of writing a poem from yours truly. Each example is accompanied by a
video representation that only to those who access Dreamstreet #66 digitally can use.
Much of the poetry in this issue is from those who have been published
in Dreamstreets previously. However, there are poems from those who appear in our
pages for the first time. Among them is Betsey Cullen, who has participated in the
Second Saturday Poetry Readings on occasion. She teaches poetry at the
University of Delaware’s Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, has won literary prizes
from the Yorkfest Literary Competition and the Pennsylvania Poetry Society, and
has had her poetry published in The Broadkill Review. Her chapbook of poetry,
Our Place in Line, was published in 2015.
Alexander Selimov is a Professor of Latin American Studies at the University
of Delaware. He is a recipient of the International Literary Festival Silver Metal
Award. His poetry has appeared in Desafío, Letras Femeninas, as well as Post
Factum and Ventanas o otros cuerpos, both of which are publications from Madrid, Spain.
Robert Fleming lives in Lewes, Delaware. He’s been widely published in
not only the United States but in Canada and Australia. He’s a member of the
Rehoboth Beach & Eastern Shore Writers’ Guild. In 2019 he was nominated for a
Lambda Literary Award for the anthology Stonewall Legacy. We know little about Tim
Hudenburg, except he also lives in Lewes, Delaware.
David Kozinski is well known in local literary circles. He’s a regular at
the Second Saturday Poetry Readings. In 2018 he earned a Poetry Fellowship from
the Delaware Division of the Arts. His book Memorial Day was published by Kelsay
Books, and Loopholes earned him a Dogfish Head Poetry Prize and was published
by The Broadkill Press.
Kenneth Pobo is a retiree from Widener University. His latest book is Uneven
Steven, published by Assure Press.
Jim Faltot was a professor at the University of Delaware and retired in 2013. He
is also ordained in the United Methodist Church and has served in churches in
Townsend, Wilmington, and Newark.
Our cover art is provided by Wilmington artist Roldan West, who is no stranger
to Dreamstreets. He had provided art for the covers of Dreamstreets #39 in October
1994 and more recently for Dreamstreets #52 in December 2015. He also provided the art
for the cover of the experimental “novel” RETOPIA serialized by Phillip, Franetta,
Douglas, and myself in previous issues of Dreamstreets.

–– Steven Leech
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Via Utero
See Video
An eleventh hour cicada
heard across the cemetery
in corners of the morning
sweeping away the ghosts
who linger into dawn
from dreams that seep away.
All the people planted among larvae,
their souls in the stars
where radiance keeps balance
for memories archived
in an infusion of electrons
embedded in consciousness,
where biped lights are
for visions without corpus
on wings of blue.
Everything is remembered from all worlds,
stone lasts forever
tethering names for
every dream brought to its tactile surface.
All ineffable questions answered
beyond speech until a sensation
of floating, then falling.
Someone is calling
out in pain
into the spangling space
of a womb.
Someone is calling, screaming in air
before words are formed
before names are given
before eternity has faded
gasping for air
helpless and smiling
at new faces all around
as the dream seeps away
and amnesia creeps in
with flesh and gravity
with every breath, thereafter
with the soul we all share together.
Nefesh.

–– Steven Leech
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Invitation to Submit to Dreamstreets
For over forty years, Dreamstreets has published works by contemporary and
historical writers and artists who live in, or have a strong connection to, Delaware.
While we have at times opened for submissions, we have usually published work
among a close-knit community of artists. We believe it is time to regularize that
practice with a clear submissions process and publication twice per year, while
occasionally publishing an extra and more closely-curated number, such as our
Summer 2018 issue on the history of music from Wilmington in the 20th century.
What are we looking for? First, Delaware authors, those residing here and
those in the Diaspora. We like everything from avant-guard to home-spun. We
like art that’s progressive and authors who are diverse. About forty years ago, we
declared that we would not publish anything fascist, racist, or sexist, which set us
somewhat apart, yet we have never been afraid of being edgy. Our purpose has
always been to promote art that is marginalized by the insular esthetic of
Delaware’s political economy, not to mention its insular geography. Take a look at
past issues, archived at dreamstreetsarchive.com, but don’t limit yourself to what
you see there. See if you fit the Delawarean criteria, check our submission guidelines,
and submit.
Submission Guidelines (Read these carefully, or you may be ignored.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre from Delawareans and those in
the Delaware Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not
reprint previously published contemporary work although one previously
published poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just
make sure we know, so we can give credit. Our reading periods are during the
months of December and June, although we may announce changes. Anything
received outside of these submission periods will not be accepted or answered.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages. Prose more than 10 pages
will have to work hard to find a place. Begin no more than one poem on a page
and make your stanza breaks clear. Send your work to sleech(at)udel.edu AS A
SINGLE ATTACHED DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx). PLEASE,
DO NOT MAKE US OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL
DOCUMENTS. Write “Submission” in the email subject heading. IN YOUR
SINGLE DOCUMENT, include a cover page with name, address, phone number,
email and a short bio of 50 words or less, and indicate your connection to Delaware.
Double space prose, single space poetry, use 12-pt Times New Roman font, and
remove extra space between paragraphs. Align text left, except for special or
unusual typography, in which case, we may have to work with you to render it
faithfully.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover letter if
you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work
becomes elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication, when
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all rights revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print
publication and magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you re-publish
your work.
Submit only once per reading period in each genre unless we ask for more. Our
editorial committee will review your work and get back to you before the next issue.
“Go at it boldly, and you'll find unexpected forces closing round you and
coming to your aid.” -Basil King

Jonathan Bragdon
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Coming Thursday, June 3, 2021
Set the date for Zoom release
7:00 p.m.
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Phillip Bannowsky
Preface to Jacobo the Turko

Watch Video
A dream
mantels your shoulders
with uncertain stars while
the moon—
(macular, sure, awake)
crossfading gray to slate
the mists that mass
about your mountain gods
and dissipate—
assigns data points
across a month of nights.
Of dream and datum
my story takes shape.
Jacobo, dreamt-up hero,
roams a global landscape,
and in data point Guantánamo
Navy Base awakes.
He’s not Jack the Hobo, gringo,
but I won’t disdain your gaff.
Ninety percent of perception’s
a peripheral, dreamt-up guess.
Datum: Jacobo begins with Jota,
a hot Hispanic H,
but no offense.
After all,
Dreams must hazard umbrage,
attend the catastrophe in grotesque disguise,
wake us to what is
while throwing shade on rational conception.
So, while I know more than most
about assembly lines, I can only dream
how Jacobo, Indigenous Lebanese of Ecuador,
chases his American Dream
in a poultry plant of Delaware,
how he flies when inmigración
calls.
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Birdbath wash-ups,
galvanized exhausts, however, are data
gathered mounting stairs to pee,
smoke weed among my autoplant vents,
and dare now apply to dreams
of planetary solidarity, what’s
split in infinite calibrations
of who’s got more, who goes bust,
of gender, color, and distrust.
What we are as peoples: no-self
layered with the sediment
of time and atrocity,
of the long-nosed leaving the flat-ears,
fording a full moon’s tide
for better forage
and coming back with battle drones.
Solidarity is a de-colonization
of whatever side the river—
whatever class—you’re mired in,
a lucid dream where you dispose
across a planet populated
by all the braided rivers
of your I and thou.
Note: my data’s sometimes noted,
othertimes epigraphed, and even
incorporated, for the cold lexicon
of a Guantánamo detainee assessment
merits as close a read
as a coroner’s report.
So, welcome to a home
of data point impacted earth
where Mama Paccha,
Jacobo’s mama,
dreams the oral tradition;
of Jacobo’s father Elías
and of a man who pissed
on his merchandise in Guayaquil
in datum eighteen-ninety-nine;
of Guantánamo detainee assessments
pairing colonial nightmares with our poor bastard’s data;
of Phoenician genes and what Lebanese
of Maronite data points dream of genes;
of unending strife and what a priest dreams-up
concerning what the data points reveal
Christ is;
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of fractured tiles and what Byzantine
boy-king Constans Two
pined to mend with edicts;
of Lieutenant-Captain-Colonel Wells, who,
with Vietnamese French beaucoup jargon
army surplus data point war
went native;
of Jewish Olga Fisch, who exchanged for ovens
a folklore store on Avenida Colón,
named for pirate that exchanged
peanuts for potatoes,
silver for slaves whose sons
were chicken catchers
exchanged for Mexicans and machines;
of how artist Uncle Pops’s skein of obligation Leila,
teen queen and our hero’s love,
was lost the night shift Jacobo
made the Dunkin for Joseph Biden’s Gujarati,
and ICE arrived.
The scent of warm bread is everywhere
of maize or barley chyme,
of millstone, metate,
respiration and frass of germ and fungi
(our pre-Cambrian kin),
umami of palmsweat, clay, and oven cinders,
of Mother Earth breathing.
Hermanos pastorales, Filastiniuwn,
exiles at home, or
where you’ve flown, or
been stolen to,
I’m here to dream a story.
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Jeffrey Little
(ask fat doctor sun)
crabs in white oak trees
what we do here is secret
ask fat doctor sun
the marsh log’s séance
elixir and chicken king
spells warm down to roots
salt the backroads white
we reshaped the tin sweat shacks
danced down mosquitos

seymour . . .
from Mudlark Chap No. 70 (Link Below)
https://www.unf.edu/mudlark/chaps/mudlark70/little.html

Ruins

Nathan Smith
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Nina Bennett
Occam’s Razor
When you hear hoofbeats, think horses, not zebras
Three months post-chemo, every twinge seems
a portent. Dull ache in my left abdomen,
relapse. Right thigh muscles twitch when
I stand, threaten to betray my balance.
My legs work fine as I stride the hiking
trail, keep me upright when I seek turtles
in the stream. I draw the scent of honeysuckle
deep into my lungs, feel them inflate and slowly
release. The wooden plank bridge clatters
as I cross, the one my granddaughter
named the billy goat bridge after a fairy tale.
I still hear her squeals, recall how we peeked
under to see if a troll was hiding.
Searing jolt on the right side of my skull,
same side of my body as the chemo port,
must be brain metastasis. A two-second
flash, never repeats. Sometimes a headache
is just a headache.
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Driving the Zamboni
Late one night, after I heard
your cancer returned, sleep eludes me.
I watch the Olympics, listen
as the lone female ice technician shares
her exhilaration of preparing the surface
for figure skaters, how it differs from speed skaters.
I remember the December afternoon
you and I spent at Somerset House. We
climbed stairs to the Courtauld, wandered
from one Impressionist wonder to the next,
rested by a window overlooking the ice rink.
Conversation paused when we gazed down,
watched slow swoops as the Zamboni
smoothed the ice until the machine itself
seemed to glide, twirl around corners.
Later, at high tea, you chuckled, said
you craved that job, peaceful, no stress,
and now, sleepless at 3 a.m., I wonder
if you ever got to drive a Zamboni.
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Betsey Cullen
Blessed
Find me among fifty altos, third row, diaphragm fit
to muscle forth. Sound mocha brown, fulsome.
Two hundred voices, orchestra powered by Brahms,
How Lovely is thy Dwelling Place at peak – Praise Thee
Evermore. Plosive p’s, long a’s in arpeggio. E-flat major
staggers, suspends, resolves in faith. Mine wavers.
You’ll believe in God when you have children, she said,
as if God slid into sheets we folded, as if ends met.
Nevermore. Incapable of being fettered, wrote Brahms.
Still in this air I’m blessed, a sip of salvation
a torrent of atonement. In song, my soul rises –
a whoosh of wonder, a chorus of beatitudes.
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Alexander Selimov
EXPECTATION
I don’t count on permanence
in the darkness of this hermitage
made of water, salt and bones,
but on the expectation
of a worthy farewell
and a kiss on the doorstep
of the gate of time.

CONSCIENTIA
The silence freezes the bones
and there is no marching back
nor it is possible to rewind
the previous days, weeks, months
nor go back on your decisions
pacifying the thoughts
that fall out
bouncing in the space
in slow motion
as fruits of the red insides
of a ripe pomegranate.
Memory is bleeding out
drilling the mind
shocked at the expectation
of an impending absence.
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Kenneth J. Segal
My Mind
Can you guess what's on my mind?
It is empty, you will find,
There is nothing sitting on my memory bank.
Not a shadow of a thought,
Though you might say that I ought,
But My Friend, it is quite empty, really blank!
It's a desert, what I mean
Is there isn't even a dream,
Nothing pops up like an image or a sound.
I don't think about nice things,
Like why birdies all have wings,
Or why dancing's fun or why the Earth is round.
Yes, my noggin's full of zeros,
Not the best trait in our heroes,
Nor the sort of thing inventors can count on.
There's no logic, math or reason,
There's no pondering the season,
There's no lyric and no tune to make a song.
Yes, my mind's erased, I say,
You may try me, anyway,
But I really won't respond like a human being.
You will find, yes you will fear,
That there's nothing that I hear,
And there's precious little that my eyes are seeing.
So abandon me, I say,
I'm uncertain, anyway,
Whether I will have an idea in my brain.
You could say I am a cypher,
My head's imprisoned like a lifer,
You might even say I am just mad, insane!
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Don't You Worry!
There's no reason to despair,
Take a deep breath of fresh air.
Don't you worry, not one bit.
Don't give up, don't have a fit!
Don't be sad and don't you mope,
There's always a bit of hope.
Just relax and take your rest,
Ease your heart within your chest.
Have no fears and don’t you fret,
You’ve got a dozen chances yet!
You'll survive and you will mend,
You have got a stalwart friend.
There's no reason you should worry,
Help is coming in a hurry!
Now, I know that things look gray,
Listen to me when I say:
"I'm your friend and I'm your mate,
Pretty soon you'll feel just great!"
Hang in there and you be strong,
You'll feel better before long.
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Jim Faltot
Innisfree
My father used to sing of Innisfree
For he loved "The Quiet Man."
Some years later my wife and I
Sailed down the Loch
Where the Isle of Innisfree sits,
A relatively small spit of land
Covered in trees and underbrush and such.
The naked truth disturbed my father not;
He continued to sing of Innisfree
For, in his mind, he was thinking of Yeats.

The Christ Blew Into Town Today
The Christ blew into town today
Astride a big black Harley
And off in the distance there played
Some Ska from that Rasta, Marley.
Some dreaded the day that he would come
To speak of justice for the poor
To tum the world upside down
On his Mystical Kingdom Tour.
The world is not yours, he preached
Much to the chagrin of those
In their limos and jewels and such.
The Kingdom is here, the Jubilee Year,
Where the meek inherit much
And the rich go away empty.
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James Miller
Dream Catcher
I have passed through this dream before.
Each night it is like a door
into a room where we once slept.
The bed is made, the floor is swept,
but still you are not here, love.
Perhaps you wait in dreams above
this one, a new dream of the moon
where we will meet as soon
as I sink deeper into sleep?
Faith in your star is what keeps
me here alone — each night — all songs for you.
Time is a dream we must pass through.

Nathan Smith
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Douglas Morea
THE RAIN IN SPAIN
Watch Video
Do I take this person to be my lawful
what?
“Hey Judge,” we answered, my lady and I, “you’re
asking a lot.”
Still we signed on, and on
the dot dot
dot.
Because
a hole in the roof that rainy day
let the rain slip
into that courthouse where my woman and I had come to play,
down and splashing onto the pretty flowers on display,
hard as a whip.
That judge he scowled when I had to laugh,
but I didn’t want the flowers to think we were a funeral,
and they our epitaph.
And it’s no sin, I thought, and better to be beside myself with my better
half, and she wearing Mona Lisa’s grin, for a better grip,
while the rain kept coming in.
Drip drip
drip.
I knew our parade was being waylaid when that rain strode into town
and on our wedding blooms in that vase on lace.
The puddle followed its delicate trace to the very edge of down
and onto the floor,
Gravity’s higher Law gaveling for more.
How do you fix a hole in a courthouse roof? But how could we have done
any better
outside the curlycues in the Law’s letter?
So do tender buds dip, vainly ducking sharp reproof—ready, set:
Snip snip
snip?
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Elope? Nope.
Not quite militant as shotgun wedding unto
shotgun shack.
Not quite my friend the witchdoctor, whose chipmunks
only practice quack.
But the long and short of our rope? Our guest list was the short of it.
Had we made the Society Page, we’d have been the snort of it.
And our plans? Feet of clay cup
thrown like dice on a potter’s wheel of Once Upon Someday,
and bottoms up.
The raised Alas! was to breathe or not to breathe, and the rest a stare.
Hey judge can ya spare us a coin
of thin air?
How do two say we do when the rain says me too?
Alas—our poor flowers.
The rain stuck to them like glue, but gave us the slip.
How easy to say they are ours
while drip drip
drip.
But weren’t we one cheerful little bunch?
A jury out to lunch, verdict postponed till we got stoned all
on a hunch
not catered, just waitered at a covert dive of mortared, and pestled, brick wall;
our reception, to receive holy romance
at the church of the dance that rhymes with pants,
and take a chance on a covenant whose fine
print comes that page after where
you sign.
So let’s raise yours and mine
to the rain in Spain—not France—however our Tower of Babel says it—
our slice of rainbow cup, and down it up:
A toast to Noah!
Just a little nip now, tip and
Oh hell, why stop at
sip?
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But Noah was wed long solid when his melt came down.
So where is our ship?
How stand on the full deck where Noah stood, and not slip and drown?
Will we ever look each other in the magic of an eye again
when chamber pot is all we’ve got
at rainbow’s end?
One can promise to deliver on the works of one’s hands, yes.
But of wilderness?—on works of the heart? How own the ends of that
from the start? How
may two find each other, without minds free to wander?
To find—now there’s one hungry hunter that needs an out, an out there yonder,
to grow heart fonder.
What sunshine may a bride’s wet bouquet afford?
Topiary dreams with dammed up streams of schemes—chop chop chop?
How toss that lei
life-raft for the given-up-for-lost over- board
into seas of reaching famished froth?
Flip, flop
drop?
At the Inn that night
the storm continued, out of sight.
The waterbed did not spring a leak, and so—without springs,
It did not squeak.
It was the darkness did the grace of washing all the make-up off of
Mona Lisa’s face.
Others may be hell, but they keep us all in honesty as well.
Let the mercenary pixies march all night on every roof
with their heavy sodden boots.
At least for now the marriage bed held, for us two fresh recruits, barefoot but
our tutus twirling
unsullied yet, those sexy pleated yesteryear flutes.
Then slow sleep, nature’s soft indifference, its one and only gold
to line the hollow pockets of us when
we grow old.
When we forget the half of all we ever learned,
and be cheated of our better halves, and all with them we earned,
may we be soft enough to laugh, and
not bite our lip.
Drip drip
drip.
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Francis Poole
SUNDAY MORNING 2020
To the traveler in space
there is no sense of movement
or speed because of zero gravity.
Likewise I feel no movement here
standing at the back door
on Sunday morning in this
year of our Lord 2020.
I just stare into the day
and the day stares back
each bemused by the other’s presence
in this all encompassing absence.
It’s almost as if
neither of us
can quite believe
the other is still here.
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David P. Kozinski
More Than I Expected
“Philosophy is the talk on a cereal box
Religion is the smile on a dog”
-Edie Brickell, “What I Am”

Given the time I’ve had
– much more than I expected –
I should be better, should know more
or at least be more sure
of what I ought to know.
Pop a succession of green bottles
and discern the pitches of effervescence,
the cluster of tones piping under everyone’s cap.
Know the thump and bump
of a bad leg upstairs,
pacing the night sweats away
and the counting-house tingle,
the light-killing, sanitizing
amnesia of deep pockets.
So I know what I know
if you know what I mean,
as Edie Brickell would have it,
but she was off about religion and philosophy
and kept missing the stepping stones
crossing the creek, which is how
her sneakers and cuffs ended up dark and wet.
It was an O.K. look for her
when we were young.
I’ll never master yeast
and bake bread or break it
with the glittering talkers – the ones who broke the enigma,
or made the Majors and managed
to put their ten years in. I won’t fly solo again
with contraband or finish all those novels
I’m supposed to know, and as for reaching
that net worth – the 4-point-o report card –
I’m not sure I need any of it now.
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October Arrives in Sycamore Gold & Oak Bark Black
A long summer ends with forsythia
tinted rose, then plum; a dying pear tree
and freight trains knocking
the window panes. The tracks etch
an incision scar along the river
and some nights the wind
pulls the essence of garbage dump
and holds it over this part of town.
It chokes like a queen of clubs
that drops on the last trick you needed.
My long summer ends with mourning
a young poet and a dislocated shoulder.
The august Dr. Nutsenbolts shuffles in,
glances at it, says
you have two choices and describes the surgery.
“What’s the other choice?”
Don’t operate and your arm becomes a decorative thing
hanging from your shoulder.
A year ends with much to look toward
though this may seem like looking in a mirror
that faces a mirror
and to look back on in lights
that pierce night’s dome –
clove and bay leaf in the kindergarten,
vanilla extract dribbled into warm milk
when I couldn’t sleep
numbing water sliding over stones
to the river that would not be dammed
even long enough to remember the loved and gone,
a voice that speaks
only from the page
of landing at inhospitable ports
and about fire escapes and steep embankments.
It ends as I lift my arm to wave
to the woman who can laugh with me
when there isn’t much to laugh about.
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Elby Rogers
CANCEL CULTURE
This is nonliteral commentary:
Fox News instead of the wily fox,
A blank canvas is more interesting
Than the sepia-toned demon hunter
Poof! We canceled you, but we still miss you
The undying Harpy of world cinema,
The President of The United States,
A fly on the wing of a hummingbird,
Plastic in the belly of a sperm whale,
I can almost smell the sea on your hands
Someone, not Jonah, hands me a dishrag
White Privilege versus Black Lives Matter
When did a cherished pet become cra-cra
A red “Balloon Dog” at the Chateau de Versailles

WAR RHINO
The War Rhino is open-heart madness
Somehow, somewhere he is still on TV
I believe his name was written in cursive
Old enough to have had a childhood
Frankenstein’s monster and not Frankenstein
Capitalize his name and his tower
Even Jesus was trampled underfoot
With a wild rose still in his hand
I want to hear from a new Prince Hamlet
Laughter under the garden of Eden
Monet’s waterlilies are prettier
And more important to the world at large
Hudson Bay is darkening to purple
A book of photographs is now for sale
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OPHELIA
Ophelia is face down in the water
Because, after Shakespeare created her,
She, sadly, became a ward of the state
Belonging to everyone and no one
A man who played a girl who lived at home
Those staring jackdaws had human faces
Hamlet? Forget about his male ego
These are the healing properties of rue
Now the Queen of May is running the show
It’s taken her thirty years to learn this
Her ghost is more than sleep paralysis
More than witches who cure lycanthropy
That’s why I will never get close to her
The play ended so many years ago

J
Jonathan Bragdon
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Kenneth Pobo
CAPE HENLOPEN
Who knows, a few soldiers
may have fallen in love here,
the ocean tinkering with the shoreline,
summer sun warming sea breezes.
Fort Miles. Keep an eye
for an enemy who might make it
this far. From the lonely
Observation Tower, you watch
and watch, hope you don’t
see anything.
Yet you see time surfing.
You see wind leaping on the back
of a wave. The war will end. For now.
Peace, a bluefish swimming away.

Jonathan Bragdon
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IN LEWES
We have been meaning to call
the Atlantic Ocean, but we get
busy stirring cauldrons
of darkness. We’re leaving
that behind to drive to Lewes
which my Aunt Stokesia calls
“picturesque.” It is. Make sure
your camera is made of clouds.
We stop at the Dairy Queen
for chocolate cones. Large.
The ocean is large—our cones
must be too. Paragliders drift
above the water. I envy these
messengers between sun and sea.
They hear what we don’t
in our car. It’s time to go
to the motel. My sandy flipflops
will sleep outside tonight.
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Robert Fleming
Dover Downs Horse Racing Breeding Haiku
Hypothetical
stallion breeds 3-year-old mare
Illuminata
Vicariously
2-year-old filly matched
Secretariat
Exterminator
gelding inseminates
Communicado

***

Dover Downs Casino Zuppai
quarters in a cup
7 7 7 bell
quarters money bowl
player pulls puller
1 arm bandit broken arm
player arm broken
table toilet bowl
second throw seven rolled
craps table chipless
dealer all bets in
player 5, 6, 11
dealer shows seven
player doubledowns
dealer 7, 4, 10
player dealer push
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Maria Keane
Waiting for Cezanne
I struggle with the meaning of life.
paint ambiguity, also
the absurdity of death.
Red apples roll in the crease of a canvas,
tempting limits of line and space.
Though we have not tried everything,
where would we be without him?
Nothing is absolute, as
nothing is complete.
We feel the enigma of his reach.
Loneliness hangs,
the last leaf,
on a nearly barren tree.
Imitators tire but
anticipation is never over.
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Donald F. Fry
Our Paris
Mapped not by miles, kilometers, or rods,
our Paris has no boundaries in space.
Crack the clacking clocks, dethrone the false gods
of eternity. Then, we will deface

their measurements: mass, volume, false extents;
we’ll have no traffic with their stubborn lies.
A bold geometry, our love invents:
angles, arcs, towers – cathedralize!

Their histories unravel into myth,
our myths obtain the strength of history;
and Paris, a golden apple with
this kiss, my Venus, you, my ecstasy.

Parispace, Paristime, Parismass,
our own dimensions will prevail, Alas!
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Wheatfield with Crows – By Van Gogh
Are they there to steal the yellowing wheat,
these crows? or to distract the traveler
who needs to choose between two paths, his feet,
left, right or straight, a choice triangular.

Civil warring in the sky, schizoid blues
commingle and compress two frightened clouds
earthwards with mur’drous, tuxedoed crows whose
cruel descent, chaff undergrowth to wheat shrouds .

The path travelled far less in landscape view,
lost in perspective in the yellow wood
off-frame. A gun’s report, easel falls, two
paths diverge then disappear. Artist stood;

surveys the slow art of decaying wheat.
Crows caw their mysteries, then, en masse, retreat.
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David T. Shoemaker
The Resurrectionist’s Mistake
Across the rock some call his ledger stone
Although his name and dates do not appear
The Bard of Avon did a curse intone
To stop the thing which was his greatest fear.
Greeting us as friends, he begs a favor
To not disturb his dust, for Jesus sake:
Blessings on the one who spares his paver
But cursed is he who would the bard’s bones take!
From April twenty-fifth, Sixteen-sixteen
Til a night in Seventeen Ninety-Four
The Bard remained at rest—perchance to dream—
Beneath Holy Trinity Chapel’s floor.
But on that night, there came a group of thieves
Led by a certain doctor, Frank Chambers,
Who—seeking profit there—rolled up their sleeves
And dug the dust despite the spell’s dangers.
At last, some two score inches down, they found
A prize as great as any Hamlet held
From pointed chin to iv’ry-colored crown
The last remains of genius by death felled.
Felled, perhaps, but genius never erased
For still upon the pinnacle he sits.
One wonders if the bones contain a trace—
A calciform etching of his own great wits?
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Phrenology intrigues the good doctor
(And others who would pay a pretty price)
Taking the skull, he acts as a Proctor
To guard against a fraudulent device.
For who can read a face from just a bone?
One skull looks much the same as any other;
Without knowing the grave beneath the stone
None would know its name—not e’en its mother!
Perhaps this is the reason none would buy
The Bard’s head for three hundred British Pounds—
Or did they fear the curse would then apply
To them on some complex and legal grounds?
At any rate, the Doctor did not gain
The riches that he sought by his foul deed
And fearing that he soon would be detained
Desired from his burden to be freed.
He could not take it back where it belonged
To reunite it with the Bard’s remains
For now, too many people round it thronged
And he would surely wear a convict’s chains.
And so another resting spot was found
Inside a crypt within St. Leonard’s Church
Fifteen miles from Stratford, in Beoley Town
And to this day the vault remains its perch.
But does that skull belong to Will Shakespeare?
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Or to another, long-forgotten soul?
Tests have been done, and now it does appear
It cannot be the skull that Chambers stole.
For it was not a man, but a female
During the three score ten years of its life
It cannot be the Bard of Ev’ry Tale—
But maybe it could be that of his wife…
Perhaps, Upon their knees, groping the dark
And digging with their hands perchanced to find
A skull to hand, and thus complete their lark
If not Shakespeare’s, would any really mind?
Beside Shakespeare lay his beloved bride
Anne Hathaway, aged sixty-seven years
A female of an age to fit the guide
Of the skull hidden amidst the Shelton Peers.
Perhaps this is the end of the mystery—
Or is there more for all of us to see?
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Jean Youkers
Pandemic Agenda
Wake, shower,
Meal, mailman,
Grocery store,
Meal, kitchen clean-up,
Shout answers at
“Jeopardy” & “Wheel of Fortune,”
Fall asleep watching TV.
Wake, shower,
Meal, mailman,
Drug store,
Meal, kitchen clean-up,
Shout obscenities
at obnoxious robocalls,
Fall asleep watching TV.
Wake, shower,
Meal, mailman,
Grocery store, Walmart,
Meal, kitchen clean-up,
Shout at spouse
who’s snoring while
Watching TV.
Wake, shower,
Meal, mailman,
Pick up carry-out food,
kitchen clean-up,
Slam the phone on robocalls
Fall asleep watching “Jeopardy”
Wake up and go to bed.
Repeat.
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Franetta McMillian
Weekly World News
Watch Video
These things would always happen in
an obscure town in Italy:
some baby would be born
with a dragon head and doll hands
and you’d stand in line
at the supermarket, laugh, and think:
No way could that happen.
Occasionally, it would be someplace closer to home:
like in Pensacola Florida,
some guy would see the savior
hidden in streaks in his underwear
and start a church where
Ex Lax was a sacrament.
No, you’d think, that would never happen here.
But it was a Florida man who got it in
his head that a Black boy
buying candy was a hardened criminal,
stalked him, then shot him dead.
And another White boy walked into
a church in South Carolina
and shot nine people he didn’t even know
trying to start some unholy war
he read about on the internet.
And yet another White boy’s mother
drove him across state lines,
to defend the homeland
from marauding anarchists,
and he murdered two people.
Yes, that really happened.
You saw it over and over
with your own eyes.
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A killer clown also ran for President and won.
Equations of math destruction
divined your deepest nightmares
and played you like a cheap violin.
You started a human zoo
with other folks’ children,
but you didn’t have big enough cages
so some of them died.
An invisible plague
killed 250,000 people,
but you were so tired and numb,
you pre-ordered a new phone anyway.
Yeah. That happened too.
Still: there is no benevolent Q
leaving breadcrumbs in the forest,
no liberal hags chowing down on baby flavored pizza,
no one worshiping Satan,
no mysterious white van
stuffed with stolen votes —
There is no coming cleansing storm to make
the world bleed red, white, and blue...
What we need is for that naked space alien
to land and whisper some sage advice.
What we need is for Bat Boy
to swoop down and sing us sweet songs of love.
What we need is for the miracle bearded lady
to give us a swift kick in the pants.
What we need is to stand in line
at the supermarket, gossip with a stranger,
read about three headed snakes in Milan,
and laugh once again.
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Robin Hill-Page Glanden
THIS WAS THE DAY
This was the day we went with a large group of our friends to a show at a local coffeehouse.
This was the day we all went to a restaurant after the show and had dinner together.
This was the day we heard about a Coronavirus in China.
This was the day we heard the virus had spread to Europe.
This was the day we heard there were five cases of the virus in the United States.
This was the day we read the newspaper and saw Joe Biden’s warning about the pandemic.
This was the day that President Trump said the virus was a hoax.
This was the day the President said the virus would just go away—like a miracle.
This was the day the NBA shut down professional basketball.
This was the day they shuttered Broadway.
This was the day they sent the kids home from school.
This was the day they closed the restaurants.
This was the day we stayed in our homes.
This was the day we learned how to wash our hands properly.
This was the day we started using hand sanitizer.
This was the day we put on our masks.
This was the day we ventured out to the grocery store.
This was the day every store was sold out of toilet paper.
This was the day hospital workers begged for Personal Protective Equipment.
This was the day we got pizza from our favorite restaurant by curbside pick-up.
This was the day a friend’s mother died of Covid-19.
This was the day another black man died on an American street.
This was the day protests broke out in American cities.
This was the day the American body count from the Coronavirus hit 100,000.
This was the day we started shopping for almost everything online.
This was the day we did our first Zoom meeting.
This was the day they painted Black Lives Matter down 16th Street near the White House.
This was the day we took a test for Covid-19.
This was the day we did our 10th Zoom meeting.
This was the day we got our negative Covid-19 test results.
This was the day we did not attend a funeral.
This was the day we did not attend a wedding.
This was the day we did not attend our friend’s birthday party.
This was the day there was no high school graduation ceremony.
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This was the day we did our 20th Zoom meeting.
This was the day the West Coast started to burn.
This was the day the American body count from the Coronavirus hit 200,000.
This was the day we heard President Trump in an interview taped in February say
that he knew how serious the virus was and that it was airborne.
This was the day I cried.
This was the day I read that a fireman had died fighting a California wildfire.
This was the day Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg died.
This was the day I cried again.
This was the day President Trump was hospitalized with Covid-19.
This was the day a total of 34 people in the White House tested positive for the Coronavirus.
This was the day President Trump was released from the hospital.
This was the day President Trump played down the virus yet again saying
that we were “rounding the corner.”
This was the day I screamed.
This was the day I prayed.
This was the day the number of Covid deaths surpassed 200,000.
This was the day we rose up.
This was the day we went out and we voted.
This was the day Joe Biden was declared the winner of the 2020 presidential election.
This was the day the incumbent president denied the results of the election.
This was the day we heard promising news of safe and effective vaccines for the Covid-19.
This was the day President Trump claimed election fraud and declared himself the winner
of the 2020 presidential election.
This was the day that all 538 electors voted in the Electoral College and formalized
Joe Biden's victory in the 2020 presidential election.
This was the day Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert,
agreed to join President-elect Joe Biden's administration.
This was the day the number of coronavirus deaths in the United States exceeded 300,000.
This was the day the first Covid-19 vaccines were administered in the United States.
This was the day we celebrated Christmas with our family via Zoom.
This was the day we looked ahead with hope to the New Year.
“This is the day the Lord has made. Let us rejoice and be glad in it.” No matter what this day
may bring.
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Tim Hudenburg
hope this christmas
snow collects in the small town
expectations
gather around the manger
all eyes
gaze upon —
the empty crib
the way it was
will be
is

Coffee

Nathan Smith
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New from Franetta McMillian
March 2021

“Door #3” explores the ghosts of past, present, and future. What
remains after 2020’s Show of Shows, the year we almost lost a
country?

This issue features essays, dreamscapes, and fiction.
“The story never ends the way I expect. This is what I love about
Fran’s writing. The desperation ever turning to hope. Not
falsely.”
--Donny Smith
Xerography Debt #49
Available from Amazon.com: Kindle and Paperback

Two new �uMioations from gteven leeo�
Valdemar's Corpse
The Secret History of Literary Art from Delaware

GOOMPLOTZ

Steven Leech

STEVEN LEECH

4th Edition
Illustrated

What begins as autobiography in a
parallel world, soon descends into time
distortions, and through some
hermeneutic somersaults, reveals both
the trickster and the fool. More daring
than any of Steven leech's other novels
--The Afternoon Detective Agency,
RAW SUCK, UNTIME, 2000 Years,
and Breath and Glamour -- buy it on a
dare. Available from Amazon

learn about those who have shared
inf luences as well as those who had
personally interacted with the likes of
Poe, Mark Twain, Paul Laurence
Dunbar, Hart Crane, F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Edmund Wilson and others.
A ne w 4th edition of Valdemar's Corpse
with four addition chapters, and an
increased number of illustrations.
Available from Amazon

“Already, Demuth is a legend. Funny how
a man can disappear. . . . There is left only
the smoke, the souvenir—the essence, I
suppose you could call it.”
-Marcel Duchamp, Jan. 21, 1956
“It is one of the best artist biographies I’ve
ever read. The chapter on his sexuality
alone is a paragon of level-headedness,
careful research, and compassionate
empathy. . . . Where most cast shade, Mr.
Shoemaker casts Light.
-Dan Dutton, Dec. 14, 2019
Paperback, 100 pp. w/illustrations, $12.75
ISBN-13: 978-0998497549. Also available as
an E-Book on Kindle and NOOK. Part of
book proceeds support Demuth Museum.
Published by Distinguished Airs
“A Living Art is a collection of poetry with
subjects ranging from archaeological
findings and folklore form various
cultures to intimate friendships and family
members lost. The blend gives the reader a
window into the personality of the author
ans share in his interests and his own life
experiences.”
-Clover S. Laurel, author Mausoleaums of
the Eye and Other Poems.
“the pinnacle of a literary iceberg.”
-Dave Alden Hutchison, author Milt
Millville and the Magic Harpsichord
Paperback, 180 pp. w/illustrations, $14.95
ISBN-13: 978-0998497518. Also available as
an E-Book on Kindle and NOOK.

Back issues for our past four issues can be purchased in print for close to the
cost of production, which means very little left over for our trouble, from
Blurb.com. Downloadable pdf can be found at WWW.dreamstreetsarchive.com
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